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Abstract. We have implemented a new stratospheric ozone model in the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) system and tested its performance for different timescales to assess the impact of
stratospheric ozone on meteorological fields. We have used the new ozone model to provide prognostic ozone in
medium-range and long-range (seasonal) experiments, showing the feasibility of this ozone scheme for a seam-
less numerical weather prediction (NWP) modelling approach. We find that the stratospheric ozone distribution
provided by the new scheme in ECMWF forecast experiments is in very good agreement with observations, even
for unusual meteorological conditions such as Arctic stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs) and Antarctic polar
vortex events like the vortex split of year 2002. To assess the impact it has on meteorological variables, we have
performed experiments in which the prognostic ozone is interactive with radiation. The new scheme provides
a realistic ozone field able to improve the description of the stratosphere in the ECMWF system, as we find
clear reductions of biases in the stratospheric forecast temperature. The seasonality of the Southern Hemisphere
polar vortex is also significantly improved when using the new ozone model. In medium-range simulations we
also find improvements in high-latitude tropospheric winds during the SSW event considered in this study. In
long-range simulations, the use of the new ozone model leads to an increase in the correlation of the winter
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index with respect to ERA-Interim and an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio
over the North Atlantic sector. In our study we show that by improving the description of the stratospheric ozone
in the ECMWF system, the stratosphere–troposphere coupling improves. This highlights the potential benefits
of this new ozone model to exploit stratospheric sources of predictability and improve weather predictions over
Europe on a range of timescales.
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1 Introduction

The new emerging generation of seamless Earth system mod-
els (ESMs) needs to be developed in ways that allow accu-
rate performance on timescales from weather to climate, in-
cluding seasonal and subseasonal timescales. This requires
slow-evolving processes that influence the troposphere, like
stratospheric processes, to be realistically included.

The links between stratospheric ozone, polar vortex dy-
namics and extreme winter weather over Europe are being
increasingly recognised (e.g. Kolstad et al., 2010; Waugh
et al., 2017; Kretschmer et al., 2018). Lack of detail in the
description of the stratosphere is also linked to an unrealistic
representation of stratosphere–troposphere coupling, which
makes most existing models unable to exploit all poten-
tial sources of predictability deriving from the stratosphere
(e.g. Scaife et al., 2016). The stratospheric ozone layer ac-
counts for 90% of the total existing atmospheric ozone and
plays fundamental roles for atmospheric processes and for
life on Earth. Ozone in this atmospheric region provides a
vital shield against harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation, pre-
venting the most energetic UV-C and UV-B wavelengths
(wavelength bands below 300 nm) from reaching the Earth’s
surface. UV radiation is absorbed by ozone in the strato-
sphere via very exothermic reactions. Therefore ozone is the
main player in shaping the vertical temperature profile in
the stratosphere and has a fundamental role in the interac-
tions between radiation and dynamics in this region, as well
as in the exchange of air masses with the troposphere. Un-
like ozone in the troposphere, where its influence on physics
and dynamics is dwarfed by the influence of other meteo-
rological phenomena, a realistic distribution of ozone in the
stratosphere is essential to correctly model the dynamical be-
haviour in this region.

Interannual dynamical variability of the polar vortex, in
both hemispheres, causes large differences in the amounts of
ozone depletion from year to year. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH), the occurrence of sudden stratospheric warm-
ing (SSW) events, with temperatures in the polar stratosphere
experiencing very rapid increases, leads to significantly less
Arctic ozone loss than during cold Arctic years without SSW
disturbances (e.g. Monge-Sanz et al., 2011; Solomon et al.,
2014; Strahan et al., 2016). Over Antarctica, the formation of
the ozone hole every year is caused by the presence of ozone-
depleting substances (ODSs) in the atmosphere, but its extent
and duration depends on the particular dynamics of the polar
vortex each year. The amount of ozone depletion then feeds
back to temperature and winds through radiative interactions.
Thus, correctly simulating the amount of polar stratospheric
ozone depletion during late winter/spring and allowing it to
interact with radiation has also the potential to improve the
way models reproduce stratosphere–troposphere coupling.

Stratospheric ozone research has been very active dur-
ing the past 30 years (World Meteorological Organiza-
tion, 2019). Nowadays, the most pressing questions in this

field concern the links between ozone, climate change and
weather extremes. To accurately tackle them, we need tools
that can seamlessly operate across different timescales, from
weather to climate.

New seamless ESMs that integrate climate and weather
elements of the Earth system are starting to be developed
and will provide valuable tools to address such questions.
How to most efficiently incorporate appropriate descriptions
of stratospheric processes, including stratospheric ozone, in
these ESMs is still an open question. Such descriptions will
need to exhibit the right compromise between realism and
computational cost to be able to adequately perform at all
timescales.

The Antarctic ozone hole was first discovered in the mid-
1980s, and understanding processes regulating the amount
and distribution of ozone in the stratosphere became a high
scientific priority for societal needs. For this reason, and
to monitor the effectiveness of the Montreal Protocol, a set
of complex atmospheric models was specifically developed
to address stratospheric-ozone-related questions: chemistry-
transport models (CTMs) and chemistry-climate models
(CCMs) became the best modelling tools to understand links
between chemical and dynamical factors governing the for-
mation, distribution and destruction of stratospheric ozone.
Nowadays, these modelling tools include very detailed atmo-
spheric chemistry processes, based on the most-up-to-date
scientific knowledge, and can provide very accurate simula-
tions of stratospheric ozone (e.g. Eyring et al., 2007; Mor-
genstern et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, such full-chemistry level of detail is not af-
fordable for high-resolution multiple ensemble weather fore-
casting simulations, because of computational costs. Alterna-
tive stratospheric descriptions that are both realistic and af-
fordable for all timescales are key needs for emerging seam-
less systems. In this work we assess the feasibility and perfor-
mance of a linear model for stratospheric ozone that can be
implemented in any global circulation model (GCM) within
an ESM at very low computational cost, yet providing qual-
ity comparable to the ozone field from world-leading full-
chemistry models.

The first linear ozone model was formulated by Cariolle
and Déqué (CD) (Cariolle and Déqué, 1986) when the het-
erogeneous chemistry of the ozone hole was still unknown,
and therefore the scheme parameterised only the effects of
ozone gas-phase chemistry, ignoring the heterogenous chem-
istry processes responsible for polar ozone loss. Subsequent
versions of the CD model kept the initial approach but in-
cluded an additional term to take into account the polar de-
struction of ozone at low temperatures (Cariolle and Teyssè-
dre, 2007). This is the ozone model currently used by the
Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). However,
this CD approach has significant limitations in the way it rep-
resents heterogeneous ozone loss.
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An alternative linear model, hereafter called
the BMS model, was more recently developed by
Monge-Sanz et al. (2011). The BMS model, as the CD
one, is a linear representation of stratospheric ozone sources
and sinks as a function of ozone concentrations and tem-
perature. But the BMS model, unlike the CD one or any
other previous linear ozone model, consistently includes
both gas-phase and heterogenous chemistry for strato-
spheric ozone. Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) tested this new
ozone model within the SLIMCAT 3D chemistry-transport
model (CTM) used to obtain the linear scheme, showing
the superiority of the BMS scheme over the CD scheme in
a multiannual run covering the period 1991–2002. In their
study they showed the capacity of the new ozone scheme to
provide a stratospheric ozone field of comparable quality to
the ozone field from the SLIMCAT full-chemistry model.
More details on the differences between the BMS and the
CD ozone models are given below in Sect. 2.1, and a full
discussion comparing both formulations can be found in
Monge-Sanz et al. (2011).

Besides the above-mentioned decadal simulations within
the SLIMCAT CTM, the BMS scheme has already been
adopted by global models for different applications, from
numerical weather forecasting to tropospheric air quality
(Jeong et al., 2016; Badia et al., 2017), because of the
more realistic simulation of stratospheric ozone it provides,
compared to other available options like observation-based
monthly climatologies or the CD scheme, for models that
cannot afford stratospheric full-chemistry modules.

For the present study we have implemented the BMS
ozone in the ECMWF general circulation model (GCM) and
compared the performance of the new BMS and the default
CD ozone model schemes in terms of the ozone distributions
they provide. Then we have evaluated the way stratospheric
ozone impacts meteorological fields at different timescales.
This is the first time that the performance of an ozone model
has been assessed for different timescales in a GCM, with the
goal of evaluating its feasibility for seamless Earth systems
simulations.

The structure of this article is as follows: Sect. 2 describes
the model configuration used and the set of experiments de-
signed for this study, as well as giving an overview of the
observational datasets used for validation of our model re-
sults. Section 3 shows the ozone distribution results obtained
for different experiments, regions and case studies. Then the
impacts on meteorological fields are discussed in Sect. 4. The
summary of results and conclusions for this study is found in
Sect. 5, which also provides a discussion of future work and
recommendations.

2 Experimental details

2.1 New ozone model in the IFS

We have implemented the stratospheric ozone model de-
scribed by Monge-Sanz et al. (2011), the BMS ozone
scheme, within the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting Sys-
tem (IFS).

The scheme represents the effects of stratospheric ozone
sources and sinks following a linear approach, so that a CTM
or GCM can simulate the time evolution of ozone by in-
cluding an advected tracer for which the local concentration
f (i.e. the local net ozone chemical production minus loss)
evolves in time according to the following equation:

∂f

∂t
= c0+ c1(f − f̄ )+ c2(T − T̄ )+ c3(cO3 − ¯cO3 ), (1)

where the coefficients ci (i = 0,1,2,3) are tendencies de-
rived from the full-chemistry CTM runs, and the terms f̄ ,
T̄ and ¯cO3 are climatological reference values (in this case
obtained from the full-chemistry output fields) for the ozone
concentration f , temperature T and partial column of ozone
above the considered location cO3 . The coefficients ci and
the climatological terms are provided as a function of lati-
tude, pressure and month. For complete details on the cal-
culation methodology and CTM runs leading to this ozone
model, see Monge-Sanz et al. (2011). A full discussion on
the differences between this new ozone model and the default
CD scheme used by the ECMWF operational system can
also be found in Monge-Sanz et al. (2011). For convenience,
we also briefly describe here the main differences regarding,
most importantly, the treatment of heterogeneous chemistry
but also differences in the photochemical model runs to de-
rive the schemes, meteorological forcing fields and resolu-
tion. For completeness, we include here below the equation
of the default CD scheme. The time evolution of the ozone
concentration in the default ECMWF CD scheme is based on
the expression

∂f

∂t
= c0+ c1(f − f̄ )+ c2(T − T̄ )+ c3(cO3 − ¯cO3 )

+ c4(ClEQ)2f, (2)

where the tendency coefficients ci (i = 0,1,2,3) include
only gas-phase chemistry effects, making it necessary to add
the fifth term and the corresponding coefficient c4 to account
for ozone destruction related to heterogenous chemistry pro-
cesses. ClEQ is the equivalent chlorine content of the strato-
sphere and varies from year to year. This fifth term is only
active when temperature falls below 195 K in daytime for
latitudes polewards of 45◦, and the coefficient c4 is calcu-
lated with different methods and approximations from the
rest of the coefficients, reducing the consistency of the ap-
proach. Conceptually, this kind of term is too restrictive with
respect to the current understanding of heterogeneous pro-
cesses. For instance, in reality the temperature threshold for
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the formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) actually
depends on altitude and trace gas concentrations (e.g. Han-
son and Mauersberger, 1988; Tritscher et al., 2021). Another
shortcoming in the heterogeneous approach in Eq. (2) is that
it assumes chlorine activation and O3 destruction by sun-
light take place at the same time. Actually, the activation of
air masses takes place during the polar night inside the po-
lar vortex, when temperature is low enough (e.g. Nakajima
et al., 2016). Later, when spring sunlight returns to polar lat-
itudes, the processed air is able to destroy ozone. However,
the destruction can also happen during winter if activated air
masses reach lower latitudes (e.g. by filamentation or vortex
break-up) and are exposed to sunlight. This latter kind of pro-
cess is completely missed by a localised simple temperature
threshold term like the one in the default ECMWF scheme.

The treatment of heterogeneous chemistry is one funda-
mental difference in the new (BMS) scheme, which includes
stratospheric ozone chemistry processes, both gas-phase and
heterogeneous chemistry, in a consistent embedded way for
all locations using only the first four linear coefficients ci
(i = 0,1,2,3). Unlike previous stratospheric ozone linear
schemes, the BMS scheme is the first one to include hetero-
geneous chemistry effects and gas-phase chemistry in a con-
sistent, implicit way in all terms of Eq. (1). Since the BMS
scheme coefficients are obtained taking into account all het-
erogenous chemistry included by the CTM, heterogeneous
chemistry is embedded in all the terms in Eq. (1) and not re-
stricted to limited regions and times as in the CD scheme.
This new approach was shown to be very beneficial for the
representation of ozone at high latitudes (Monge-Sanz et al.,
2011).

In addition, the coefficients for the new scheme have been
derived from a 3D full-chemistry model, in contrast to the
default ozone scheme used by ECMWF, which is based on a
2D photochemical model. This provides additional informa-
tion on spatial variability of the chemical tendencies repre-
sented by the coefficients. To derive the chemical tendencies,
the box model used to derive the coefficients for the BMS
scheme was initialised from a 3D SLIMCAT full-chemistry
reference run forced by ERA-40 meteorological fields, cor-
responding to year 2000, while the 2D model used to de-
rive the CD coefficients was run from output from the cli-
mate model ARPEGE (Action de Recherche Petite Echelle
Grande Echelle) averaged for the period 1990–2000 (Car-
iolle and Teyssèdre, 2007). Deriving coefficients from one
representative meteorological year does not limit the perfor-
mance of the BMS model. Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) com-
pared two versions of the scheme, one was based on a rep-
resentative year with cold winter conditions (year 2000), and
another version was based on a year with mild winter condi-
tions (year 2004). Their results demonstrated that when the
coefficients are derived from years with more extreme condi-
tions (cold winters), the scheme is able to realistically capture
ozone distributions for both cold and mild conditions.

Regarding vertical resolution of the schemes, the CD
scheme original number of levels is larger (60 levels) than
that of the original BMS number of levels (24 levels). Both
schemes are then interpolated to the same grid for each ex-
periment in the ECMWF model, using the same interpolation
method for both to ensure numerical consistency.

Despite the relatively coarse vertical resolution, as Monge-
Sanz et al. (2011) discussed, the new approach allows for
more realistic interactions between parameterised ozone, ra-
diation and temperature, and therefore better response and
feedbacks to meteorological conditions, than previous ozone
parameterisation approaches.

2.2 ECMWF model experiments

We have used the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of
ECMWF to run forecast experiments at medium-range (10 d,
where d stands for day) and long-range (seasonal) timescales.
The IFS configuration in each pair of experiments (control
and new) differs only in the scheme used to model strato-
spheric ozone and whether prognostic ozone is used or not
by the radiation scheme. All other aspects of the model con-
figuration remain identical.

2.2.1 Medium-range experiments

A list of medium-range forecast experiments, corresponding
periods and model configurations is shown in Table 1. All
model experiments, unless otherwise stated, are 10 d fore-
cast runs using the 41r1 cycle version of the IFS, which
was operational between May 2015 and March 2016. For the
medium-range experiments, the model has been run at spec-
tral resolutions of T511 and T159, with 91 vertical levels up
to 0.01 hPa. Both schemes are interpolated from their origi-
nal resolutions onto the same IFS grid for each experiment,
using the same interpolation method for both schemes. First,
linear interpolation in pressure is performed followed by lin-
ear interpolation in latitude. We apply this for the different
vertical level configurations in IFS; this is the usual practice
at ECMWF for all parameterisations that are sensitive to the
vertical discretisation.

Ozone concentrations are initialised from operational
analyses at the start of each experiment (00:00 UTC on
day 1), and then, unless otherwise stated, ozone is left to
evolve freely along the duration of the experiment using ei-
ther the CD or the BMS scheme; 1-month initial spin-up is
allowed for the experiments.

In the default IFS configuration the radiation scheme does
not employ the prognostic ozone; instead it uses an ozone
climatology in the form of zonal-mean monthly-mean ozone
values. In the IFS version used in this study, the ozone
climatology is derived from the MACC reanalysis (Inness
et al., 2013), a dataset that covers the period 2003–2011 at
T255 horizontal resolution on 60 vertical levels. However,
for some of our experiments the standard IFS model has been
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Table 1. Medium-range (10 d forecasts) IFS model experiments using the default IFS Cariolle v2.9 ozone scheme (CD), or the new BMS
ozone scheme (BMS). For each experiment information on model version, resolution, period covered and whether prognostic ozone was
interactive with radiation is also included.

Experiment IFS Resolution O3 model Period Interactive

exp001bms CY41R1 T511 L91 BMS 1 Aug 2012–1 Aug 2013 no
exp001cd CY41R1 T511 L91 CD 1 Aug 2012–1 Aug 2013 no
exp002bms CY41R1 T511 L91 BMS 1 Aug 2012–1 Aug 2013 yes
exp002cd CY41R1 T511 L91 CD 1 Aug 2012–1 Aug 2013 yes
exp2016bms CY41R1 T511 L91 BMS 15 Dec 2015–15 Feb 2016 yes
exp2016cd CY41R1 T511 L91 CD 15 Dec 2015–15 Feb 2016 no
exp2002bms CY38R2 T159 L91 BMS 1 Aug 2002–31 Dec 2002 no
exp2002cd CY38R2 T159 L91 CD 1 Aug 2002–31 Dec 2002 no

adapted so that the prognostic ozone provides the input to the
radiation scheme (Table 1), thus allowing for feedbacks be-
tween the ozone scheme and model dynamics.

2.2.2 Long-range experiments

Table 2 provides an overview of the long-range seasonal ex-
periments we have performed for this study. We have per-
formed two five-member seasonal experiments, with May
and November start dates and a 7-month integration range,
for the period 2001–2010. One of these experiments is us-
ing the default ozone configuration (CD scheme and no
feedback onto radiation), and the other one is using the
new BMS scheme interactive with radiation, both experi-
ments with a T255 resolution and 137 vertical levels up to
0.01 hPa. Initialisation data for these experiments come from
ERA-Interim reanalysis fields (Dee et al., 2011). These two
long-range experiments were performed with an experimen-
tal version of 41r1 that included research developments to-
wards the new ECMWF seasonal forecasting System 5; the
BMS stratospheric ozone model is one of such developments
(Knight et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2019). Another set of two
seasonal experiments with the two ozone configurations has
additionally been performed using the 41r1 coupled version
of IFS operational in 2016, with horizontal resolution T255
and 91 vertical levels, May and November start dates, and a
7-month integration range. These are three-member ensem-
ble experiments covering the 30-year period 1981–2010, to
be able to compare results with the ERA-Interim reanalysis
dataset.

2.3 Datasets for validation

In situ observations from the global network of ozone son-
des have been used for the validation of the modelled ozone
vertical profiles. These observations come from the networks
of the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre
(WOUDC, https://woudc.org/data/explore.php, last access:
21 February 2022), the Network for the Detection of At-
mospheric Composition Change (NDACC), the Norwegian

Institute for Air Research (NILU), the Southern Hemisphere
Additional Ozonesondes (SHADOZ, e.g. Thompson et al.,
2017), and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA). Additional measurements from the Coor-
dinated Airborne Studies in the Tropics (CAST) and mea-
surements from the Match campaigns for stratospheric ozone
(Harris et al., 2017; Schulz et al., 2001) have also been used.
These ozone sonde observations provide a completely in-
dependent validation dataset as they are not assimilated by
the (re)analyses used to provide the initial conditions in our
model experiments. Ozone observations from these ozone
sondes are highly reliable (±5%) up to altitudes of 10.0–
5.0 hPa.

The global reanalysis produced by the Copernicus Atmo-
sphere Monitoring Service (CAMS), CAMSiRA (Flemming
et al., 2017) has provided additional comparisons for the
ozone field in our model experiments. The ERA-Interim re-
analysis (Dee et al., 2011) has been used to validate meteo-
rological fields from our experiments.

3 Ozone distribution results

The distribution of stratospheric ozone and its time evolution
for the experiments described above are shown in this sec-
tion for different latitudinal regions, atmospheric events and
timescales. The impact of the new ozone scheme on meteo-
rological fields at the different timescales will be discussed
in Sect. 4.

3.1 Antarctic ozone hole

Figure 1 shows the time series of monthly averaged verti-
cal profiles of ozone, for the period August 2012–February
2013, from two experiments in which the ozone field is
freely evolving along the 1-year period, but meteorology
is initialised every 10 d (i.e. medium-range 10 d meteoro-
logical forecasts). One of the experiments uses the new
BMS ozone (exp001bms); the other uses the default CD
ozone scheme (exp001cd). By comparing ozone concentra-
tions from these experiments with ozone sonde measure-
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ments (Fig. 1, left panel), we can clearly see the improve-
ment obtained with the new ozone scheme over the Antarctic
region, both in terms of vertical distribution of ozone concen-
trations and in terms of time evolution of the concentrations,
especially during and after the ozone hole season. The recov-
ery of the ozone concentrations after October is also much
more realistic with the new ozone model.

The distribution of differences between these model
runs and the sonde observations (model− observations) are
shown in Fig. 2. The largest differences for the BMS
model run (up to 3 mPa) are found in August between 100–
200 hPa and in September–October between 20–50 hPa; for
all other months and regions differences are smaller (within
±1.5 mPa). However, for the CD model run positive biases
(of up to 4 mPa) between 100–200 hPa persist over the first
6 months, and differences with observations are larger be-
tween 30–100 hPa from September–April (negatively biased,
with differences values of up to −5 mPa).

The better performance of the new BMS scheme is mainly
due to the new formulation of the heterogeneous chemistry
treatment, which has been derived from realistic full chem-
istry at all altitudes, unlike the fifth term in Eq. (2) that is
representative of an altitude of approximately 20 km. More-
over, the default scheme specifies a dependence on the square
of the chlorine content (ClEQ)2 which is not representative of
typical atmospheric conditions in the activated polar vortex
(e.g. Searle et al., 1998). In the CD model run differences
centred around 20 hPa are also larger than in the BMS run
for March–July months.

3.1.1 Antarctic vortex split 2002

In 2002 a vortex split was observed for the first time over the
Antarctic region, following a stratospheric major warming
in the winter stratosphere (e.g. Krüger et al., 2005; Roscoe
et al., 2005). Such events are relatively common over the
Arctic, where a sudden stratospheric warming can take place
in almost half of winters (e.g. Butler et al., 2017).

The unusual Antarctic event in 2002 had an enormous im-
pact on the evolution of the ozone hole, which was one of the
smallest ones ever recorded. The atypical characteristics of
this 2002 vortex split are a challenging benchmark to eval-
uate the adaptability of the new ozone scheme to meteoro-
logical and chemical conditions that very significantly differ
from climatological conditions in this region.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the O3 vertical dis-
tribution at two Antarctic radiosonde stations, Syowa (69◦ S,
40◦ E) and the South Pole (90◦ S). Results are from 10 d fore-
cast experiments in which the ozone field is left to evolve
freely along the whole length of the experiment (1 Au-
gust 2002–1 January 2003); the experiments we compare
here are exp2002bms and exp2002cd from Table 1.

After the vortex split at the end of September, the ozone
destruction over the station of Syowa stopped and ozone con-
centrations quickly recovered; this is well captured by the

new scheme but not by the default scheme, which shows
too low maximum concentrations compared to observations
for October–December. Over the South Pole station in Octo-
ber both model schemes simulate larger concentrations than
observed, but in November–December it is again the new
scheme that simulates a more realistic recovery of ozone val-
ues. Differences between these model runs and observations
exhibit similar structure and values to those in Fig. 2 (figure
not shown).

The more realistic link with temperature in the new
scheme, for gas-phase and heterogenous chemistry, makes it
capable to respond to the rapid changes in atmospheric dy-
namics that take place in an event like the 2002 Antarctic vor-
tex split; Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) showed that this kind of
response resembles that of a full-chemistry 3D global model.
In the default scheme, the artificially detached heterogenous
term cannot adapt in the same way.

3.1.2 Interannual variability of the ozone hole season

For seasonal timescales, here we analyse two of the experi-
ments described in Sect. 2.2.2 (exp10bms and exp10clim in
Table 2) covering the period 2001–2010. Figure 4 shows the
time evolution of the stratospheric ozone hole area and depth
for these two model experiments, as well as for the CAM-
SiRA reanalysis ozone field for the overlapping years (2003–
2010). To quantify the intensity and extent of the ozone hole,
Fig. 4 displays the total ozone column (TOC) minimum value
and the ozone hole size fraction (area with TOC values below
220 DU for latitudes south of 62◦ S) from July to December.

Both model experiments capture the formation and evo-
lution of the ozone hole, but the new ozone scheme pro-
duces more ozone loss, and over a larger area, than that re-
produced by the CAMSiRA reanalyses. Total ozone column
values from CAMSiRA are known to be too large (by up
to 20 DU) over the Antarctic region during July–September
months when compared to independent observations for the
period considered here (Fig. 16 in Flemming et al., 2017).
The new BMS scheme for the July–September months is
showing lower minimum values than CAMSiRA, 18 DU
lower on average (upper panel in Fig. 4), implying more re-
alistic ozone column values. For later months in the year,
Fig. 16 in Flemming et al. (2017) shows smaller biases for
CAMSiRA, mainly positive during October and mainly neg-
ative afterwards. For these later months of the year our re-
sults with the BMS scheme show overall agreement with the
reanalysis, with minimum Antarctic values within the CAM-
SiRA range. This, together with the results we have shown
above in Sect. 3.1, adds confidence to the ozone hole struc-
ture obtained with the new BMS scheme in these seasonal
experiments.

Interannual variability is more realistic with the new BMS
scheme compared to the reanalysis, while the default scheme
does not show enough variability, especially for the fraction
area covered by the ozone hole, which indicates that the de-
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Figure 1. Monthly averaged time series of the vertical profiles of ozone (mPa) over southern high latitudes (55–90◦ S) for the period
August 2012–August 2013. Panels show ozone concentrations as measured by ozone sondes (a), as simulated with the new ozone scheme in
IFS (b) and as simulated with the default IFS scheme (c). The vertical distribution and the time evolution of the ozone hole and its recovery
are better represented by the new scheme.

Table 2. Seasonal experiments using the new ozone scheme (BMS) or the default ozone configuration in which the radiation sees an ozone
climatology (CLIM). For each experiment information on model version, resolution, period covered and the number of ensemble members
is also included.

Experiment IFS Resolution O3 model Period Members

exp10bms CY41R1 T255 L137 BMS 2001–2010 5
exp10clim CY41R1 T255 L137 CLIM 2001–2010 5
exp30clim CY41R1 T255 L91 CLIM 1981–2010 3
exp30bms CY41R1 T255 L91 BMS 1981–2010 3
SEAS5ctr CY43R1 TCo319 L91 CLIM 1993–2015 25
SEAS5BMS CY43R1 TCo319 L91 BMS 1993–2015 25

scription of heterogenous chemistry processes in the default
scheme is not realistic enough to deal with meteorological
interannual variability in the Antarctic region. Since CAM-
SiRA uses the CD scheme in the stratosphere, Fig. 4 also
suggests that with the new BMS scheme, assimilation incre-
ments in the reanalysis would be reduced for the ozone field.

The formation of the ozone hole commences earlier when
using the new ozone scheme. This is at least partly due to the
fact that the new ozone scheme is able to capture the ozone
loss that in late winter starts to occur at the edge of the polar
vortex, while the heterogeneous treatment in the scheme cur-
rently used by ECMWF cannot reproduce this process. The
ozone hole closure shows large interannual variability in the
reanalysis, and the simulation with the new ozone scheme
is in better agreement regarding this interannual variability.
The model experiments shown in Fig. 4, both with the CD
scheme and the BMS scheme, end on 30 November, and clo-
sure dates beyond this date cannot be analysed. However,
from the lower panel in Fig. 4, we can see that the default
CD scheme does not show enough variability in ozone hole
closure compared to reanalysis data, while the BMS scheme
exhibits variability in better agreement with the reanalysis.

For those years with an early closure, the overall duration
of the ozone hole is similar with the new scheme and in the

reanalysis, but the timing of the ozone hole formation occurs
earlier in the new ozone model run than in the reanalysis.
In contrast, the duration and extent of the ozone hole with
the default ozone scheme is reduced compared to both the
reanalysis and the new scheme.

It is also worth noting that these ozone hole diagnostics
are related to the total ozone column (TOC) and that realis-
tic TOC values do not necessarily imply that the depletion
in the model is occurring at the right altitudes. For similar
TOC values over the Antarctic, we have shown that the new
BMS scheme provides a much more realistic ozone vertical
profile than the default ozone scheme in the ECMWF model
(Sect. 3.1), also in agreement with previous studies using the
BMS scheme (Monge-Sanz et al., 2011; Jeong et al., 2016;
Badia et al., 2017).

Regarding the duration and extent of the ozone hole,
several studies have shown how the Antarctic stratospheric
ozone hole feeds back to dynamics and radiation causing
changes in tropospheric winds and climate (e.g. Kang et al.,
2011; Polvani et al., 2011; Orr et al., 2012; Haase et al.,
2020). It is therefore important that future Earth system mod-
els use a stratospheric ozone description that realistically
captures the ozone hole intensity and evolution to correctly
simulate tropospheric trends.
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Figure 2. Differences (mPa) with respect to ozone sonde obser-
vations for the monthly averaged ozone vertical profiles shown in
Fig. 1; differences shown (model− observations) are for (a) the
model experiment using the BMS ozone scheme and (b) the model
experiment using the default CD scheme.

3.2 Tropics and midlatitudes

3.2.1 Tropics

Over the tropics both schemes provide realistic ozone
distributions in our model runs, although the maximum
values are underestimated by both linear schemes com-
pared to ozonesondes (figure not shown). This nega-
tive bias over the tropics was already documented by
Monge-Sanz et al. (2011); their study showed that the up-
per limit imposed by the ozone climatology term in Eq. (1)
means that a linear scheme of these characteristics cannot
provide higher concentrations over this region than the val-
ues provided by this reference climatology term, which in the
case of biases being present in this term of Eq. (1) is a caveat
for these linear ozone schemes over certain regions.

Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) showed that a different choice
of ozone climatology term can improve this tropical bias, al-
though caution must be taken in selecting the climatology to
ensure that performance over other regions is not degraded.
This showed that the use of a carefully chosen climatology

term, either from an updated run of the parent full-chemistry
CTM or from a recent observation-based climatology, can
improve this bias over the tropics. Although the use of an
observation-based reference term is a reasonable option to
improve known biases of the ozone scheme in some regions,
one needs to be careful to avoid degrading the scheme’s per-
formance in other regions and to keep internal consistency of
the scheme as much as possible (see additional discussion on
this point in Sect. 5.2).

3.2.2 Midlatitudes

One of the longest ozone records in Europe corresponds to
the Alpine station of Hohenpeissenberg (Fig. 5). At this mid-
latitude location (47◦ N, 11◦ E) the two linear ozone schemes
capture well the overall annual cycle (low ozone concen-
trations in autumn–winter and high ozone concentrations in
spring–summer). However, both schemes behave differently
in terms of biases. From the integrated profiles and the cor-
responding biases compared to observations (low panels in
Fig. 5), we can see that the new scheme produces ozone
column values in close agreement with observations from
August to December 2012 and then underestimates column
values (up to −0.7 mPa) from January to July 2013; the de-
fault ozone scheme however overestimates column values all
along the year by up to 1.0 mPa.

This overall behaviour is representative of most European
midlatitude stations (figure not shown). The overestimation
with the default ozone may partly be caused by ozone con-
centrations at high latitudes being larger and then air richer
in ozone being transported towards midlatitudes.

3.3 Arctic ozone

Ozone loss in the Arctic region does not usually reach the
levels found in the Antarctic. However, ozone depletion over
the Arctic presents high interannual variability because of
the large variations in this region’s winter dynamics. Arc-
tic winter temperature variations and vortex variability affect
the formation of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), and thus
the chemical processing that leads to ozone destruction can
be largely different from year to year (e.g. Tritscher et al.,
2021).

The occurrence of sudden stratospheric warming (SSW)
events, with temperatures in the polar stratosphere experi-
encing very rapid increases, leads to significantly lower Arc-
tic ozone loss than during cold Arctic years without vortex
disturbances (e.g. Monge-Sanz et al., 2011; Strahan et al.,
2016).

Ozone loss in the Arctic region is largely dependent on the
number of consecutive cold days during winter and there-
fore on dynamics and the occurrence of SSWs. The Arctic
winter 2015/16 saw anomalous polar vortex behaviour. Po-
lar stratospheric vortex winds were stronger than usual since
early winter, and then in mid-winter a minor SSW took place,
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Figure 3. Monthly averaged time series of vertical profiles of ozone (mPa) over the Southern Hemisphere stations of Syowa (69◦ S,
40◦ E) (a–c) and the South Pole (90◦ S) (d–f). Period shown is August–December 2002, corresponding to the first Antarctic vortex split
and ozone hole recovery afterwards.

followed by a major warming in late winter (e.g. Manney
and Lawrence, 2016). During the minor warming in February
2016, PSCs were seen over northern England mid-latitude lo-
cations; the closest ozonesonde station is the Irish station of
Valentia (52◦ N, 10◦W).

To take into account feedbacks between ozone and dynam-
ics during this event we ran two experiments: one with the
new BMS ozone scheme interactive with radiation and one
using the default ozone configuration in which the radiation
sees a climatological ozone field. Monthly averaged profiles
of differences (model− observations) at Valentia station in
January and February 2016 show that both experiments un-
derestimate the maximum of the ozone profile, but differ-
ences between forecast ozone and observations are smaller
when using the new BMS ozone scheme interactive with ra-
diation than using the default ozone configuration, at all pres-
sure levels except around 150 hPa (Fig. 6).

Similar differences are also seen for Arctic stations. Arc-
tic ozone profiles corresponding to day 10 in the forecast
runs are shown in Fig. 7 together with the corresponding
ozonesonde observations for February 2016. Although both
model runs overestimate the concentration values, and un-
derestimate the altitude, of the ozone maximum compared to
the ozonesonde profiles, the model run with the new BMS
scheme results in concentrations closer to observations; the
percentage differences (forecast− observed) are up to 10 %
smaller with the new ozone, except at 250 hPa.

SSW events like this one in winter 2015/16 are good case
studies to assess the new stratospheric ozone scheme. Im-
portant feedbacks between ozone and dynamics take place
in this type of events: the occurrence of a SSW reduces the
amount of ozone loss over the Arctic; therefore, more ozone
is available to absorb UV radiation, which contributes to a
further increase of temperature in the region.

Past versions of the operational ECMWF forecast model
reproduced SSW events overall weaker (colder) than ob-
served (e.g. Manney et al., 2008; Diamantakis, 2014); al-
though not the only factor, this is consistent with the fact
that by using an ozone climatology in the radiation scheme,
past model versions could not fully reproduce the feedbacks
between stratospheric ozone and rapid temperature increases
that take place during SSWs. A realistic scheme for prog-
nostic stratospheric ozone is therefore able to contribute to a
better reproduction of SSW events and their feedbacks within
the model.

4 Impact on meteorological fields

The previous sections have shown the improved stratospheric
ozone distribution and variability obtained when using the
new BMS ozone model in the ECMWF system. From a
weather and climate modelling perspective, we are interested
in how the new representation of stratospheric ozone affects
meteorological fields. To evaluate this, the prognostic ozone
scheme has been made interactive with the radiation scheme
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Figure 4. Time series of daily values of the total ozone column
(DU) over the Antarctic region (a) and of the ozone hole size frac-
tion (b) from July to December, for the years 2003–2010. Model
results come from long-range model ensemble experiments with
May starting date (see text for details) using the default stratospheric
ozone scheme (green lines) and the new stratospheric ozone scheme
(blue lines). The values corresponding to the CAMSiRA reanalyses
are also shown (red lines).

in the ECMWF model. The corresponding impact on meteo-
rological variables has been compared with results from the
default ECMWF ozone configuration in which the radiation
scheme uses an ozone climatology.

4.1 Impacts on medium-range forecasts

The mean error in the temperature field is shown in Fig. 8
for two forecast model experiments in which the prognostic
ozone has been made interactive with the radiation scheme.
Both experiments are 10 d forecast covering the period Au-
gust 2012–July 2013. The only difference between the con-
figuration of the two experiments is in the prognostic ozone
model: one of them uses the CD ozone, and the other
one uses the new BMS ozone. In the stratosphere (above
100 hPa), the new ozone clearly reduces the model temper-
ature bias by up to 1 K. Smaller improvements can also be
seen for lower levels in the extratropics (Fig. 8). The tropi-
cal region at 100 hPa is the only region in which the use of
the new ozone scheme increases the temperature mean er-
ror. This is most probably attributable to the negative bias in

tropical ozone exhibited by the BMS scheme. Although the
negative ozone bias is found above 100 hPa, it means that
more UV can reach lower altitudes (less ozone above), there-
fore less ozone below (more dissociation by UV); and with
less ozone there is also a decrease in local temperature, lead-
ing to the larger negative temperature bias over the tropics at
100 hPa shown in Fig. 8. For tropospheric levels there is an
overall improvement in the temperature mean error, although
not everywhere for all lead times, but results for the tropo-
sphere are not statistically significant.

To display the statistical significance of these results, the
differences in normalised error change in the temperature
field, and corresponding significance 95 % bars, are shown
in Fig. 9. The improvement in the model error in the strato-
sphere above 100 hPa is clearly evident and statistically sig-
nificant with the new ozone. For altitudes below 100 hPa, it
shows small increases in model error with the new scheme,
but these are not statistically significant, except in the tropical
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS). Interpret-
ing results in the tropical UTLS is not straightforward due
to the many interplaying factors in this region, but the nega-
tive concentration bias exhibited at higher altitudes over the
tropics is most probably playing a role.

In summary, the new scheme, therefore, improves the tem-
perature behaviour in the stratosphere without degrading the
temperature field in the troposphere; the only atmospheric re-
gion where there is some degradation in the temperature field
is the tropical LS, and this is at least partly due to a known
bias in the new ozone scheme.

A similar comparison can be performed between the fore-
cast experiment using the prognostic BMS ozone interactive
with radiation and the default ECMWF operational config-
uration in which the radiation scheme uses an ozone clima-
tology. Figure 10 shows the mean error in temperature for
these two experiments, and Fig. 11 shows the corresponding
differences in normalised error change with the 95 % signifi-
cance bars. These results show a similar pattern to those from
the comparison of the two prognostic schemes; i.e. the BMS
scheme provides an improved temperature field in the strato-
sphere compared to the default climatology, with the excep-
tion of the tropical region at 50 hPa and the NH extratropics
at the same 50 hPa level. The new ozone also provides mean
error improvements for the troposphere outside the tropics,
although results are only marginally statistically significant
or not significant. Note also that differences in the tropo-
sphere are 1 order of magnitude smaller than in the strato-
sphere. In the tropical troposphere a small degradation can be
found, which unlike in the comparison of both schemes now
becomes statistically significant. This is related to the fact
that ozone linear models are not designed for tropospheric
use, and in the troposphere the use of a realistic climatology
could be considered a good alternative for numerical weather
prediction (NWP) purposes.

The rest of this paper focuses on the evaluation of meteo-
rological impacts for experiments using the new BMS prog-
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Figure 5. Monthly averaged time series of the vertical stratospheric profiles of ozone (mPa), for the period August 2012–July 2013, over
the European Alpine Hohenpeissenberg station (47◦ N, 11◦ E), from the observed profiles (a), the model experiment with the new ozone
scheme (b), and a model experiment using the default ozone (c). The values for the integrated mean vertical profiles are shown in panel (d)
for observations (black), model experiment using default option for ozone (blue) and model experiment using the new ozone scheme (red).
Panel (e) shows the corresponding differences in the integrated mean vertical profile between the two forecast (fc) runs and the observations
(obs), for the experiment using default option for ozone (blue) and the experiment using the new ozone scheme (red).

nostic ozone compared to the control experiments using the
default climatology configuration. It is worth noting that the
ECMWF operational model has gone through version up-
dates after our study, and the ozone climatology has been
updated following Hogan et al. (2017). Although beyond the
scope of this paper, comparison of biases for the currently
operational default configuration should be a matter of future
investigation.

4.2 Impacts during SSW events

The winter stratospheric variability in the NH high lati-
tudes is dominated by the occurrence of sudden stratospheric
warmings (SSWs); since these SSW events can lead to sur-
face cold outbreaks over NH midlatitudes (e.g. Baldwin
and Dunkerton, 2001; Kolstad et al., 2010; Lehtonen and
Karpechko, 2016), it is important for the forecast model of
an NWP system to simulate them as realistically as possible.

During the SSW that took place in early February 2016,
temperature anomalies reached maximum values on 7 Febru-
ary 2016 between 5 and 20 hPa (e.g. Manney and Lawrence,

2016). Two medium-range forecast experiments are used to
assess the role of the new ozone model in this SSW event:
one using the new BMS ozone interactive with radiation and
one using the default model configuration in which the radi-
ation scheme sees an ozone climatology. These experiments
cover the period 15 December 2015–14 February 2016; to
compare them we show some of the diagnostics used by Dia-
mantakis (2014).

Figure 12 shows that, with the new prognostic ozone
scheme, temperature at 5 hPa becomes warmer over the East-
ern Arctic region (up to 20 K warmer) compared to the de-
fault model configuration (Fig. 12a, b, d), bringing it closer
to the operational analysis (Fig. 12c). We have compared
t + 240 h in the forecast experiments, from the 28 January
forecast, against the corresponding operational analysis for
the 7 February to allow for the maximum ozone response.
The improvement seen at 5 hPa is also seen at lower altitude
levels (figure not shown).

For these two experiments we have also examined the im-
pact on the wind field. Figure 13 shows the change in RMSE
for the vector wind velocity for different lead times, aver-
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Figure 6. Averaged vertical profiles of ozone percentage differences for the Irish station of Valentia (52◦ N, 10◦W) in (a) January and
(b) February 2016 for the model run using the new ozone scheme interactive with radiation (red) and the default ozone configuration (blue).
Profiles used, both for model runs and observations, correspond to day 10 in the forecast runs. Shaded areas indicate the density of observation
profiles for the corresponding altitude range for the considered period.

Figure 7. Averaged vertical profiles of ozone (mPa) over the Arctic region in February 2016 (a) from ozonesonde observations (black), from
a model run using the new BMS ozone scheme (red) and a model run using the default ozone configuration (blue). The model profiles are
for day 10 in the forecast run. The percentage differences in ozone concentrations between the forecast runs and the observations are also
shown (b). Shaded areas indicate the density of observation profiles for the corresponding altitude range for the considered period.
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Figure 8. Mean error in the temperature field (K) compared to the operational ECMWF analyses, as a function of lead time for the forecast
experiment using the new BMS ozone (black) and the one using the CD ozone (red), both with prognostic ozone interactive with radiation.
The two model runs consist of 10 d forecasts covering a 1-year period, from August 2012 to July 2013. The figure shows three latitudinal
bands, 90–20◦ S (left column), 20◦ S–20◦ N (centre column) and 20–90◦ N (right column), for different pressure levels as labelled for each
row, from 1.0 to 1000 hPa.

aged over the experiment duration. The improvement in wind
errors when BMS ozone is used consistently increases with
lead time and is transferred from the stratosphere down to the
troposphere for high latitudes from day 6. By day 10 in the
forecast the error reduction in the wind field is statistically
significant in the troposphere.

During SSW events, when both temperature and
ozone distributions change rapidly in the stratosphere, a
climatology-based ozone field cannot pass information to the
radiation code that resembles the actual atmospheric situa-
tion; therefore, the model misses the potential source of tro-

pospheric predictability that comes from the downward prop-
agation of the stratospheric signal.

4.3 Long-range impacts

We have performed two seasonal experiments with start dates
in May and November, covering the period 1981–2010, using
a horizontal resolution of T255, 91 vertical levels and three
ensemble members. The control experiment uses the MACC
ozone climatology inside the radiation code, while the BMS
experiment uses the new prognostic ozone interactive with
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Figure 9. Normalised differences in root mean square error (DRMSE) in the forecast temperature field (K) with the new and default ozone
schemes, as a function of lead time. The forecast model runs cover a 1-year period, with 10 d forecasts from August 2012 to July 2013.
The figure shows three latitudinal bands, 90–20◦ S (left column), 20◦ S–20◦ N (centre column) and 20–90◦ N (right column), for different
pressure levels as labelled for each row, from 1.0 to 1000 hPa.

the radiation code. Temperature differences with respect to
ERA-Interim for these two experiments are shown in Fig. 14,
averaged over DJF (upper panels) and MAM (lower panels).

There is a clear improvement around 50 hPa when using
the new ozone scheme for both seasons and all latitudes, es-
pecially over the SH middle and high latitudes. In these SH
regions the BMS prognostic ozone reduces differences by
up to 4.0 K. Also for levels above 20 hPa differences with
respect to ERA-Interim are reduced, especially in the sum-
mer hemisphere, by more than 1.0 K during DJF and MAM.
These results have shown that a prognostic ozone field con-

tributes to more realistic temperatures in the SH stratosphere
than a climatology, also for the seasons following the Antarc-
tic ozone hole months.

Figure 15 shows the zonal averaged differences in zonal
wind between the two experiments for the SON season to as-
sess the impact on wind circulation during the ozone hole
season (differences for other seasons were smaller or not
statistically significant). The new ozone experiment shows
stronger zonal winds over the Antarctic vortex edge latitudes
between 20–400 hPa, which is physically linked to the lower
concentrations of ozone simulated by the new scheme over
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Figure 10. Mean error in the temperature field (K) compared to the operational ECMWF analyses, as a function of lead time for the forecast
experiment using the new BMS prognostic ozone (black) and the experiment using the ozone climatology (red) in the radiation scheme.
The two 10 d forecast model runs cover a 1-year period, from August 2012 to July 2013. The figure shows three latitudinal bands, 90–20◦ S
(left column), 20◦ S–20◦ N (centre column) and 20–90◦ N (right column), for different pressure levels as labelled for each row, from 1.0 to
1000 hPa.

this region compared to the default climatology. When com-
paring to ERA-Interim (figure not shown), the control run
was negatively biased over this region compared to the re-
analysis (up to 2 ms−1); this bias appears reduced in the
BMS run. The strengthening of winds in the BMS run is also
in overall agreement with findings in Son et al. (2008).

Seasonal experiments performed under the Seasonal-to-
decadal climate Prediction for the improvement of European
Climate Services (SPECS) EU project also showed improve-
ments in the equatorial winds and the quasi-biennial oscilla-

tion (QBO) signal when the new BMS prognostic ozone was
made interactive with radiation (Knight et al., 2016).

4.3.1 North Atlantic sector

Moving to the North Atlantic sector winter, we find that the
new ozone scheme improves the representation of the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in the model. Figure 16 shows
the level of agreement between two long-range model ex-
periments (exp30clim and exp30bms) and ERA-Interim on
representing the NAO index. The NAO index is calculated as
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Figure 11. Normalised differences in root mean square error (DRMSE), as a function of lead time, in the forecast temperature field (K)
between the experiment using the new interactive ozone scheme and the experiment using the default ozone climatology within the radiation
code. The forecast model runs cover a 1-year period, with 10 d forecasts from August 2012 to July 2013. The figure shows three latitudinal
bands, 90–20◦ S (left column), 20◦ S–20◦ N (centre column) and 20–90◦ N (right column), for different pressure levels as labelled for each
row, from 1.0 to 1000 hPa.

the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the geopo-
tential height Z500 over the North Atlantic sector. The cor-
relation value for the winter NAO index is almost doubled
compared to the default configuration, increasing from 0.25
in the control experiment using the default ozone climatol-
ogy (Fig. 16a) to 0.44 in the experiment with the new BMS
prognostic ozone (Fig. 16b).

Figure 16 also includes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
value, defined as

√
σ 2ensmean/σ 2total, where σ 2

ensmean is the
ensemble mean variance and σ 2

total is the average variance of

individual ensemble members. Although we need to interpret
SNR values with caution because of the ensemble size, the
experiment using the BMS ozone also shows an increase in
the SNR value in the North Atlantic sector, which goes from
0.00 in the control experiment to 0.17 with the new prognos-
tic ozone.

These experiments, where the only difference is the strato-
spheric ozone representation, allow us to attribute the in-
crease in NAO model performance to stratospheric sources.
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Figure 12. Temperature field on 7 February 2016 at 5 hPa from (a) the forecast experiment using the new BMS ozone scheme, (b) the
forecast experiment using the default ozone scheme and (c) the operational analysis. The differences between both forecast experiments
(BMS – default) are shown in panel (d). For the forecast experiments the field shown corresponds to day 10 of the forecast initialised on 28
January 2016.

A more realistic stratospheric ozone distribution improves
the ozone concentration gradients between the pole and the
Equator, modifying the latitudinal heating gradient in the LS
region. Plausibly, this affects the altitude distribution of the
tropopause in the model and therefore surface pressure gradi-
ents between low and high latitudes and the NAO signal. Fu-
ture work should be done to fully assess these mechanisms,
which is beyond the scope and resources of our current study.

Our results show that a more realistic stratospheric ozone
field contributes to a more realistic stratosphere–troposphere
coupling in the model. The links between the NAO and win-
ter time weather over Europe are well established (e.g. Cat-
tiaux et al., 2010; Buehler et al., 2011; Scaife et al., 2014);
therefore, using a more realistic stratospheric ozone descrip-
tion increases the potential to exploit stratospheric sources

for improved tropospheric weather prediction in the Atlantic
sector.

4.3.2 Antarctic polar vortex

In the Southern Hemisphere the seasonality and interannual
variability of the polar vortex and the ozone layer are closely
related. To investigate this last part of our study we have had
access to the new ECMWF seasonal system SEAS5 (Johnson
et al., 2019). Two SEAS5 seasonal experiments are compared
here: one seasonal experiment uses SEAS5 with its default
configuration (ozone climatology in the radiation scheme),
and the second SEAS5 experiment uses the same configu-
ration except that ozone is replaced by the BMS prognostic
ozone model interactive with radiation.
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Figure 13. Cross sections for the change of RMSE in the vector wind velocity (ms−1) for different lead times (24 to 240 h) for the period
15 December 2015–15 February 2016. Each experiment, one using the new ozone scheme interactive with radiation and one using the
default scheme, is compared to the ECMWF operational analysis as reference for normalising the error difference; this figure displays the
differences between both experiments compared to the reference. Hatched regions indicate where results are statistically significant to the
95 % confidence interval.

The interannual variability of the SH polar vortex is shown
in Fig. 17 for these seasonal experiments initialised on 1 Au-
gust over the period 1993–2015 (2002 has been excluded
from the analysis shown in this figure). For each of the
22 years we randomly select an ensemble member hindcast.
We then compute the interannual standard deviation of this
randomly selected hindcast time series. We do this 10 000

times to produce a probability distribution (shaded envelopes
in Fig. 17), and we plot the 1 %, 5 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, 95 %
and 99% threshold values for each day from 1 August until
1 March.

From the top panel in Fig. 17 it can be seen that the season-
ality of the stratosphere in this region is not realistic with the
default SEAS5 compared to ERA-Interim; the vortex shift-
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Figure 14. Zonal average of temperature differences compared to ERA-Interim for two long-range model experiments, one with the default
model configuration in which the radiation scheme sees the ozone climatology (a, c) and another one in which the new ozone scheme is used
and made interactive with radiation (b, d). Panels (a) and (b) show DJF differences, and panels (c) and (d) show MAM differences. The
period covered is 1981–2010, and the model version used is Cy41r1 with a horizontal resolution T255 and 91 vertical levels up to 0.01 hPa.
Dotted areas indicate regions in which the differences are statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level.

Figure 15. Zonal average of differences in the zonal wind u (ms−1) between the long-range experiment using the new ozone scheme
and a long-range experiment using the default configuration, for the September–October–November (SON) season. Experiments and model
configurations used here are as in Fig. 14. Hatched areas indicate regions where the differences are statistically significant at the 95 %
confidence interval.
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Figure 16. Time series of the winter (DJF) NAO index for the long-range experiment using (a) the default configuration and (b) the
experiment using the new BMS ozone, together with NAO index values from the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Red dots represent the NAO index
value from ERA-Interim reanalysis, and blue dots correspond to the ensemble mean of the model runs; the green bars show the ensemble
variability for each year NAO index. The NAO index is calculated as the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the geopotential height
Z500 over the North Atlantic sector. The correlation value between the ensemble mean NAO index and the reanalysis NAO index time series
is also included in each panel, together with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value for each case. The horizontal lines delimit the main tercile
interval for the ensemble mean time series of the model experiments (blue) and ERA-Interim (red).

down occurs too early compared to the reanalysis. When the
new BMS prognostic ozone is used, the timing of the SH
polar vortex is in much better agreement with ERA-Interim,
and the interannual variability increases.

Byrne and Shepherd (2018) found in their study, using
ERA-Interim reanalysis, that Antarctic ozone depletion has
caused a seasonal delay in the breakdown of the SH polar
vortex along the period 1980–present, and they also pointed
out that feedbacks between ozone and dynamics may be re-
sponsible for the increase in the interannual variability ob-
served in the SH polar vortex. Our results with the SEAS5
experiments confirm their findings, showing that a realistic
interactive prognostic ozone field is needed to reproduce the
SH polar vortex behaviour, while an ozone climatology does

not provide enough information for the model to reproduce
all necessary feedbacks with dynamics.

Figure 18 shows the correlation of the polar-cap aver-
aged geopotential height in the SH between the seasonal
experiments used in Fig. 17 and ERA-Interim. For the pe-
riod 1993–2015, excluding year 2002, the correlation pat-
terns are similar for the standard SEAS5 and SEAS5 with
BMS ozone, although the new ozone contributes to signifi-
cantly larger correlation values for levels above 100 hPa in
November–January. This is consistent with the more realis-
tic timing in the polar vortex simulated with the new BMS
ozone. If year 2002 is included in the analysis (lower pan-
els in Fig. 18), the difference is, as expected, more evident.
With the new ozone the correlation clearly increases during
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Figure 17. Polar-cap geopotential height interannual standard devi-
ation for the SEAS5 default simulation (a) and the SEAS5 simula-
tion using the BMS ozone model (b); simulations cover the period
1993–2015 (1 August start dates have been used). The year 2002
has been excluded. The red dotted line shows corresponding values
from ERA-Interim. Solid black lines show the interannual standard
deviation from the model experiments, and grey shaded regions cor-
respond to the 1 %, 5 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, 95 % and 99 % threshold
values for each day from 1 August until 1 March.

September–October–November (SON), as well as at tropo-
spheric levels, where the default SEAS5 simulation was not
showing any significant correlation. This can be explained
by the ability of the new ozone model to realistically respond
and feed back to the rapid dynamical changes that took place
during the unusual Antarctic vortex split of year 2002; in
Sect. 3.1.1 we have shown the capability of the new BMS
scheme to simulate realistic ozone distributions during the
2002 Antarctic vortex split.

Results in Fig. 18 demonstrate that using a stratospheric
ozone model capable of reproducing realistic evolution of
ozone vertical concentrations also improves meteorological
fields, both on average over the whole period considered,
1993–2015, and also during very unusual meteorological
events such as the 2002 Antarctic vortex split.

A model without a realistic description of stratospheric
ozone underestimates the role of the stratosphere in shaping
tropospheric meteorological fields at different timescales.

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this section we summarise the main findings of our study
and discuss further work plans and recommendations deriv-
ing from our investigations.

5.1 Summary

We have implemented the stratospheric ozone model by
Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) (also known as the BMS model)
in the ECMWF system, compared its performance to that
of the default ozone used by ECMWF, and assessed its im-
pacts on meteorological fields at medium-range and seasonal
timescales.

The BMS scheme is the first stratospheric ozone linear
model that consistently accounts for heterogeneous chem-
istry (e.g. ozone destruction due to polar stratospheric
clouds), instead of using a separate ad hoc term, providing
a more realistic link with temperature and radiation. The
new approach is in better agreement with the current sci-
entific knowledge of chemical and physical processes that
affect stratospheric ozone (World Meteorological Organiza-
tion, 2019) than approaches adopted by previous linear ozone
models (McLinden et al., 2000; McCormack et al., 2006;
Cariolle and Teyssèdre, 2007).

The present study is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first time that the impacts of a stratospheric ozone model
are assessed at different NWP timescales to evaluate its per-
formance towards its implementation in a seamless model
system. We have shown that the new scheme provides sig-
nificantly better ozone distribution and variability in the
ECMWF model than the currently default ozone configura-
tion, showing particularly good agreement with observations
over the high southern latitudes and the ozone hole season,
even during the unusual atmospheric conditions of the 2002
Antarctic vortex split.

When used interactively with radiation in the ECMWF
model, the BMS ozone scheme reduces stratospheric temper-
ature biases both for medium-range and seasonal timescales,
compared to the default ECMWF model configuration in
which the radiation scheme uses an ozone climatology, and
improves temperature and wind fields during Arctic SSWs.

We have also shown that the BMS ozone improves the
NAO signal in seasonal model runs, therefore contributing
to a more realistic stratosphere–troposphere coupling in the
model. The interannual variability and seasonality of the SH
polar vortex is also improved when using the BMS ozone
model in runs performed with the ECMWF seasonal sys-
tem (SEAS5), compared to the default SEAS5 configuration
which uses an ozone climatology. All this demonstrates that
the BMS scheme is realistically linked to temperature and
dynamics and therefore well prepared to adapt and feed back
to rapid changes in meteorology. The same adaptability can-
not be achieved with an ozone climatology in the radiation
scheme.
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Figure 18. Correlation values between 30 d mean ensemble mean SH polar-cap averaged geopotential height for the seasonal experiments
and 30 d mean ERA-Interim SH polar-cap averaged geopotential height, as a function of pressure level and calendar day. Seasonal exper-
iments are from SEAS5 default configuration (a, c) and from SEAS5 with BMS ozone (b, d). The period shown is 1993–2015 (a, b) and
1993–2015 excluding year 2002 (c, d). Coloured areas indicate statistically significant correlations at the 95 % confidence level. Darkest red
colours indicate higher correlations; contour labels increase by 0.1.

Our results also provide evidence for the need of a realistic
prognostic stratospheric ozone field in ESMs for these mod-
els to perform more accurately at different timescales. The
realistic stratospheric concentration values obtained with the
BMS scheme, as well as its high adaptability to both usual
and unusual meteorological conditions at different timescales
together with its low computational cost, make the BMS
scheme an excellent option to model stratospheric ozone
within ESMs. The BMS scheme is able to model strato-
spheric ozone with a degree of complexity that provides real-
istic stratospheric ozone distributions, of comparable quality
to the ozone field from world-leading full-chemistry mod-
els, while keeping low computational costs suitable for res-
olution and production times required for weather forecast-
ing (both at medium-range and seasonal timescales). Future
work should also investigate the performance of the BMS
scheme within other global models and exploit its benefits
for different ESMs applications beyond medium-range NWP
and seasonal prediction into climate timescales.

Next, we briefly discuss ongoing further developments of
the BMS model version we have used here and how they are
expected to improve the results obtained with the current ver-
sion. We also provide a summary of benefits that the imple-
mentation of a realistic prognostic stratospheric ozone brings
to seamless Earth system models, from medium-range NWP
forecasts to seasonal prediction and reanalysis production.

5.2 Ongoing and future work

To tackle the tropical bias exhibited in model runs with the
BMS scheme, Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) tested the use of a
different climatology reference based on observations, and
although results improved over the tropics (Fig. 7 in their
paper), concentrations over high latitudes were degraded by
the different climatology. More recent versions of the parent
full-chemistry CTM have solved the tropical bias issue and
can now be used to derive a new version of the climatology
terms that would not suffer from this tropical negative bias.
To reduce differences with observations at high latitudes,
the scheme could use coefficients that are provided twice a
month, instead of just on the 15th of each month, which al-
low us to simulate more realistic loss rates for the sunlight
levels found in the polar early spring. As a further method
to improve the simulation of ozone distributions, unlike the
default CD scheme, the BMS scheme coefficients could be
provided in a 3D grid, instead of 2D averaged values, to also
account for intrinsic longitudinal variations in ozone chem-
istry. Following the method by Monge-Sanz et al. (2011) a
newer version of the parent CTM can be used to compute
a more advanced version of the BMS ozone scheme. This
newly derived version can be obtained at higher horizontal
and vertical resolution, and the tendencies can be computed
with CTM runs driven by more accurate meteorology, e.g.
from ERA-5 reanalysis fields. Solar effects are now also part
of the latest CTM version; thus, solar variability effects can
also be incorporated in the linear ozone model by deriving
tendencies corresponding to solar maxima and solar minima
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conditions. The production of this new version of the BMS
scheme is now part of ongoing work. As additional future de-
velopments the ozone scheme can also include higher-order
terms to take into account second-order nonlinear effects, as
well as links to other main stratospheric species like chlo-
rofluorocarbons (CFCs) and CH4 Monge-Sanz et al. (2013).

5.2.1 Tropospheric ozone treatment

The ozone model discussed in this study, as other ozone lin-
ear schemes like the default one used by the ECMWF sys-
tem, are designed for the stratosphere; their use is not rec-
ommended for the tropospheric region, where ozone is af-
fected by highly nonlinear processes involving pollutants and
ozone precursors. A realistic representation of tropospheric
ozone is the full-chemistry approach, but this is still unviable
for operational high-resolution models due to high computa-
tional costs. Alternatives for representing tropospheric ozone
include the use of an up-to-date climatology based on obser-
vations or reanalysis that would be merged to the prognostic
ozone in the stratosphere.

5.2.2 Benefits for seamless Earth system models

A realistic stratosphere is increasingly recognised as one
of the keys to develop seamless Earth system models, due
to the role it plays for tropospheric processes at different
timescales, from weather to climate. The ozone model in
our study is a valuable contribution to achieve seamless
use of emerging ESMs, as it offers similar accuracy to a
full-chemistry model for stratospheric ozone, allowing for
ozone–climate feedbacks that level with those provided by
current chemistry-climate models (CCMs) with interactive
stratospheric ozone, while keeping the computational cost af-
fordable for weather forecast applications and resolutions.

Additionally, by implementing a realistic scheme for prog-
nostic ozone, and ideally also for other radiative active gases
in the stratosphere (see e.g. Monge-Sanz et al., 2013), the
system will be better prepared for the eventual operational
use of interactive full chemistry, as several feedbacks within
the model will already have been investigated with the ozone
model we propose, allowing for compensation errors to be
identified and possibly eliminated.

5.2.3 Benefits for long reanalyses

Long reanalyses have become an essential part of weather
and climate scientific research and applications. Recent ma-
jor international projects, like the SPARC (Stratosphere-
troposphere Processes and their Role in Climate) Reanalysis
Intercomparison Project (SRIP), part of the World Climate
Research Program (WCRP) core activities, have identified
areas that will need more attention in the production of future
reanalyses in order to represent a more realistic stratosphere
(Fujiwara et al., 2017). The representation of stratospheric

ozone in the atmospheric models used to produce the reanal-
yses is one of these aspects (Monge-Sanz et al., 2021). The
adaptability shown by the new BMS ozone scheme to very
different meteorological conditions makes it an excellent
candidate for future Earth system reanalyses. Such reanaly-
ses will need climate forcings and stratospheric feedbacks to
be accurately included; thus, stratospheric ozone descriptions
that realistically respond, and feed back, to changes in tem-
perature and dynamics will be essential to correctly account
for trends in stratospheric ozone depletion and recovery lev-
els.
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